GLAZING
SINGLE, DOUBLE, TRIPLE OR VISION CONTROL®
(1/8" to 3" - 3mm to 76mm)

STRUCTURAL SILICONE
GLAZING

ANTI-ADHESIVE TAPE

CONTINUOUS ETAFOAM ROD

SILOE \nCONTINUOUS NORTHERN TAPE

SILOCONE

SILOCONE SETTING
BLOCK

STRUCTURE
ACCORDING TO THE SPANS, CHOICE OF:
AL-MEN75, AL-MEN250, AL-MEN350, AL-MEN450,
AL-MEN550, AL-MEN662 OR AL-MEN962
(see page 5K 2.1)

* Silicone must be U.V. resistant and be applied generously; for more information, please consult your supplier.
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